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Getting to know YOU 

What do 

you like 

most about 

being a 

trainer?

What is one of your 

greatest treasures? 



Following the Course You’ll be Able to:

Employ best 
practices in 

delivery skills

Tailor learning 
activities to 

different learning 
styles 

Prepare for and 
facilitate 
learning 
activities

Select 
appropriate 
visuals to 

enhance learning

Manage 
challenging 
behaviors 

Foster a positive, 
welcoming 
atmosphere

Discover multiple 
delivery  
methods

Build a culturally 
inclusive 
learning 

environment 

Handle 
challenging 
questions

Build skills and 
confidence 

Ace openings 
and closings

Review and 
reinforce 
learning



Morning Day One

• Welcome/Agenda

• Introductions 

• Before the Training Session

Afternoon Day One 

• Training Session Start-up

• During the Training Session



Morning Day Two 

• Delivery Skills

• Facilitation Skills

Afternoon Day Two

• Responding to Questions
• Completion of Training & Follow-up
• Review and Close



Definitions and descriptions

What does it take to be a great 
trainer, facilitator or coach?

Are you a trainer, facilitator, 
teacher or coach? 



Creating a Welcoming, Safe Place to Learn

Think of a time when you were 
put in the right framework to 
learn because of the actions 
taken by the facilitator…



Creating a Welcoming, Safe Place to Learn

What do you 
do to prepare 
yourself and 
the learning 

environment?

What else 
might you do?



Creating a Welcoming, Safe Place to Learn

• Physical environment

• Psychological environment

• Welcoming atmosphere

• Including everyone

• Establishing and maintaining safely



Classroom and Preparation Checklists



Classroom and Preparation Checklists



Using a Lesson Plan 



Using a Lesson Plan 



Planning Ahead 
to Manage Time

Don’t 
mention it

Mark it up Adjust at 
break time

Use a timer Plan ahead Consider 
color coding



Plan to Take Care of Yourself



Training Session 

Start-up



Assessing Learner Readiness



Assessing Learner Readiness

Ready for 
training

Hungry for 
training

Resistant
Worried about 
how they will 

perform

Unsure why 
they are 
attending

Feeling forced 
to attend

Eager to learn “On vacation” 

? “Don’t like” 
training

Just a check-off 
on my 

development 
plan

?



Introducing Yourself & the Training Session

“Make the 
people 

connection 
first, only then 

will they be 
ready for what 

you have to 
say.” 



What tips will help 
you make the most 
of verbal openings?



Introducing Yourself & the Training Session



Participant Introductions 

?
Why are 

participant intros 
important? ?

When should you 
do participant 

intros? ?
What are some 

best practices for 
participant 

intros? 



Participant Introductions 



Establishing 
Ground 
Rules

Why are ground 
rules important?

How should you 
establish ground 
rules?

How do you use 
ground rules? 



Selecting and Using Ice Breakers 

Reflection: 

Given the content you are going to be 
facilitating, do you think using an 
icebreaker is a good idea? If yes, or 
maybe, which icebreakers might you use? 

If no, what can you do in place of an 
icebreaker to foster psychological trust 
and safety, while preparing participants 
for learning the content?



Selecting and Using Ice Breakers 

Unique or unusual 

Simple to explain and easy to do

Easy to start and end

Non-threatening to all participants

Fairly quick to set up and complete

Well-rehearsed and tested 

Related to the subject matter 





During the Training 

Session 



Delivering Content through Lecture

• Lots of information

• Tight on time

• Learners need 
background

• Clarify technical or 
complex concepts

When 
to 

lecture



Delivering Content through Lecture

Cons

Pros



Delivering Content through Lecture

Strategies for 
effective 
lecture



Delivering Content through Lecture

Enrich your 
lectures



Delivering Content through Lecture

Alternatives to 
Lecture
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Delivering Content Visually



Delivering Content Visually

“In studies, experimental psychologists and 
educators have found that retention of 
information three days after a meeting or other 
event is six times greater when information is 
presented by visual and oral means than when 
the information is presented by the spoken 
word alone.” 



Design

Delivery

Technolog
y

Success 
with 

visuals



Delivery Skills



Q: What do great 
delivery skills look and 
sound like?



Q: What barriers hold 
us back concerning 
delivery skills?



The only 
difference 

between fear
and excitement
is your attitude 
about it. 



Why Does This Matter? 

Dissonance →

confusion, doubt,

mistrust



And in virtual training…

Dissonance →

confusion, doubt,

mistrust



Alignment is the answer

Words: 7%

Voice: 38% 

Non-verbal: 
55% 

Congruence →

likeability, 

credibility, trust



Channeling Nerves

Most nervousness does not show

Lack of experience increases nerves

Feeling unprepared contributes

A physical response to stress



Channeling Nerves

Mental

PhysicalPractical



Delivery Skills

Power pose or 
stance

Open body 
language

Hands and 
arms open, 

larger gestures

Steady eye 
contact 

Relaxed face, 
smile when 
appropriate

Breathe for 
voice control 
and volume 



Facilitation Skills



Guiding a Discussion



Types of Questions

Closed Open Probing



What tips will help 
you use questions to 
lead a discussion?



Practice with Questions

How  to use your tablet to 
project slides

What you can learn from TED 
Talks

How to make more visually 
appealing slides

Why you should join your 
professional org

How to use a flip chart

Getting leadership support for 
training 

How to use improv skills in 
facilitating

How to execute a live demo

When to use video in your 
classes

How to use storyboarding

Tips for improving a long or 
technical training session 

How to plan and prepare for a 
training session

Tips for team teaching



Adapting to Different Learning Styles

Visual

Auditory 

Tactile



Handling Challenging Behaviors

Assume the 
best

Cut a little 
slack

Blame the 
ground rules

Protect other 
learners

Don’t lose 
your cool

Use the 
Intervention 
Escalator



The Intervention Escalator™ 



Classroom 
Behavior 
Strategies



Answering Questions Effectively

Strategies: 

• Create a Parking Lot

• Practice Q&A out loud

• Practice self-control

• Listen intently

• If you don’t know the answer, say so

• Bridge before answering



Neutral Bridges™



Completion of Training 

and Follow-up 



Checking For Understanding

Quiz

Test questions

Write it down

Doodle or draw

Demonstrate knowledge

Create a job aid



Review and Reinforcement

Why do you need to review and 
reinforce learning?

What are some “best practices” for 
review and reinforcement?

Review and Reinforcement Activities



Creating a Powerful Close

The end is near



Creating a Powerful Close

The end is near



Feedback and Evaluation Options

Written 
evaluation

E-surveys
+/∆ 

evaluation

ORID 
reflections

Ball toss
Written 

reflections

Action 
Plans

Pop-up 
discussion

Sticky 
note



Review and Close 



Looking Back/Looking Forward

Thinking of all we 

have discovered, 

discussed and 

practiced, what has 

resonated with you?

What do you plan to 

do differently or add 

to your ability to 

deliver high impact 

training? 
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